
Transform Your Business with  
Intelligent RPA and  
Process Discovery
Today, enterprises across industries are increasingly aware that 
automation is changing the future of business. But how do companies 
take advantage of these opportunities without creating complexity 
and friction – adding problems rather than subtracting them?

For enterprises the path to digital transformation within the dynamic 
business environment must include remaining competitive, cutting 
costs, increased operational efficiency and employee satisfaction, 
and an improved customer experience. Automation is a key business 
enabler in today’s market.
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Automation Suite

Discover •  Analyze • Automate

Not All Automation Solutions 
Are Created Equal
Kryon understands that in order to be effective, automation needs to 
address the needs of real businesses. That’s why our technology stands 
out for its comprehensiveness – not just as an automation platform, 
but as the only full-cycle intelligent automation suite for the enterprise; 
making it fast and easy to discover, analyze, and automate your 
business processes. Intelligent Robotic Process Automation (RPA)  
reduces costs, increases employee satisfaction, enables simple 
technological integration and is completely measurable; leading 
to an increase in operational efficiency and improved customer 
experience.

Powered by proprietary AI technology, Kryon's full-cycle modular 
intelligent RPA suite sets the standard for quick deployment of 
robust, scalable, and cost-efficient virtual workforces.



RPA Solutions
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workshops, interviews, 
surveys, and reports

RPA 
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Kryon Process Discovery uses patented AI technology to automatically 
identify work processes, visually map the main path and variants 
of any given process, evaluate their suitability for automation, and 
generate workflows instantly.

• 80% RPA implementation time reduction

• Complete process visibility

• Reduced total cost of ownership

• Actionable analytics

• Easily scale up and move forward on your RPA journey

• No log, database, or API access necessary, delivering a

zero-integration experience
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Kryon Automation Suite
The full-cycle modular intelligent RPA solution

It’s not just about automation…
Kryon’s full suite of automation solutions works together to deliver continuous process optimization. Our platform not only helps 
businesses identify which processes to automate and where cost savings can be achieved, but also provides a range of automation 
solutions and smart analytics to ensure organizations are getting the most out of their RPA (robotic process automation) investment.

Kryon offers the only process discovery and automation development 
solution on the market. The only tool of its kind, Kryon Process 
Discovery™ not only identifies which processes to automate, but 
also seamlessly generates automation workflows for you.

Whether you're just considering robotic process automation (RPA) 
or you have already started automating processes, Kryon Process 
Discovery™ is the ideal solution to scale your RPA operations.

Process Discovery rapidly identifies and visualizes business tasks 
suitable for automation. And with it, enterprises can significantly 
scale up and accelerate their RPA adoption, to reach higher ROI, 
lower TCO, and an enhanced customer experience.

DISCOVER 
Kryon Process Discovery™

Kryon Automation Suite: Fixing the RPA Gap
The reality is that most companies struggle to scale their use of automation solutions. According to Deloitte only 4% of automation 
projects reach a 50 robot-scale. Further compounding this challenge is the amount of time and resources it takes to launch an RPA 
project. There is a disproportionate investment of 70% of automation resources being spent pre-automation.
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ANALYZE
Automation doesn’t end with discovery. It’s an ongoing journey of 
analysis to help evaluate which discovered processes are valuable 
to automate and in what order to automate them that will best 
enable you to meet your business goals.

Kryon’s smart analytics engine provides the actionable intelligence 
required to accelerate your automation journey forward, fulfilling 
your digital wish list.

AUTOMATE
Once your automation workflows have been built, choose which of 
Kryon’s intelligent RPA solutions will get the job done.

Attended Automation

Unattended Automation
Increase productivity and reliability with a  
virtual workforce. Kryon Unattended Robots 
can automate high-volume, repetitive, time 
consuming, business process from end to 
end, working 24/7 behind the scenes.

Hybrid Automation
Kryon Attended and Unattended Robots work 
together, combining the flexibility of Attended 
Automation with the convenience and efficiency 
of Unattended Automation to bridge the gap.

Kryon Studio
A powerful, user-friendly authoring tool that lets you develop and 
edit automation workflows.

• One-click recording on any application

• Extensive library of advanced commands

• Reusable automation components

• Integrated credentials vault

• Out-of-the-box collaboration tools

• Cognitive add-ons

Kryon Console
A management and monitoring dashboard that enables remote 
configuration, scheduling, and management of Kryon Robots.

• Scalable robot grouping

• Revolutionary task assignment

• Server-side task triggering

• Real-time monitoring

• Actionable analytics

• Multi-tenant architecture

Kryon Robots
Kryon Robots execute definable, logic-based business processes 
on any application, or even across applications.

• Unattended robots run on virtual machines, performing assigned

processes 24/7 with amazing accuracy, efficiency, and 

 cost-effectiveness. 

• Attended robots run on user desktops. They can be used either

to guide the user or to automatically perform specific processes 

for the user.

Empower your employees to complete 
tasks with greater speed, accuracy, and 
efficiency by enabling them to request 
guidance from Kryon Attended Robots 
or have tasks automated on demand. 
Kryon Attended Automation can lead to 
a 70% increase in employee efficiency. 
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FULL-CYCLE AUTOMATION SUITE

Your Digital Transformation Journey Starts with Kryon
Get a free trial today https://www.kryonsystems.com/rpa-free-trial/

About Kryon
Kryon is a leader in enterprise automation, offering the only platform on 
the market which encompasses both Process Discovery™ and Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA). This end-to-end solution maximizes ROI 
and cuts implementation time by up to 80%. Powered by proprietary 
AI technology, Kryon Process Discovery™ automatically generates 
a comprehensive picture of business processes, evaluates them 
and recommends which ones to automate. Kryon offers attended 
(desktop) RPA, unattended (virtual-machine-based) RPA and a hybrid 
combination of both. The company’s award-winning platform is 
used by enterprises worldwide, including AIG, EY, Deutsche Telecom, 
Ferring Pharmaceuticals, HP, Microsoft, Santander Bank, Singtel 
Optus, Sberbank, Verizon, and Wyndham Hotel Group.

kryonsystems.com

The Kryon Difference
A technology powerhouse, Kryon stands out for its use of artificial intelligence (AI), including unique patented computer vision 

technology that delivers unparalleled results on any application, without integration.
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